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Pete Winstead for Opportunity Austin (part of the Chamber of Commerce) argues that Austin 
must continue giving select companies tax incentives because we must continue to grow by 
competing with other cities for companies that will not locate here if they have to pay the same 
taxes others pay. Tax incentives, Winstead says, ensure what he labels “our vision” for Austin 
and will, “over the long term,” “reduce the tax burden on Austin families.” 

Here is a different perspective: Recruiting tax dodgers to locate here has not made, and will not 
make, Austin more affordable for the rest of us. Stoking the red-hot fire of growth with tax 
giveaways is not the path to sustainable growth. I find significance in the fact that the words 
water, sustainable and environment are omitted from Winstead’s article. 

Contrary to his view, wild growth is not the solution to traffic congestion, high rent and home 
prices or strains on education; wild growth is largely the cause of the current crisis in those areas. 

Certain laws will operate regardless of the politics behind tax deals: The laws of nature will not 
produce more water because Apple wants a tax break. The laws of economics will not produce 
lower cost of living when wild growth inflates housing costs, drives up taxes and fees to react to 
the sudden strain on infrastructure, all while exempting new companies from paying taxes. 

The problem with blind advocacy for tax incentives is that no transparent, factual justification is 
demanded up front, nor is there ever an independent audit of the full effect of this government-
subsidized growth on current residents. The chamber has a “black box” computer program, 
WebLoci, that produces positive financial results for every tax deal because of the assumptions 
fed into it. WebLoci even claimed to predict how much alcoholic beverage taxes would increase 
from Apple employing 3,000 back-office accountants! Where is the factual study of how much 
booze accountants drink? 

We will also never know whether companies who got tax breaks would have moved here 
anyway, because there are no legal consequences for them to bluff, or even lie, about whether 
their location decision depended on being able to dodge state or local taxes. Better not lie about 
your need for food stamps, but it’s okay if big corporate players do it to dodge taxes. 

Here is what a clearer vision shows: For decades, Austin has jumped at giving corporate tax 
incentives every time the chamber said “Hop.” But, as the Statesman reported, property taxes on 
the typical Austin home rose 38 percent (2000-2010) and rents have risen 50 percent (2004-



2013) while median income rose only 9 percent. And because the zealots for tax incentives 
refuse to support tax incentive rules to hire and train local unemployed people and pay livable 
wages, tax deals have done nothing to alleviate poverty. Last year, Austin’s poverty rate, at 20 
percent, was higher than the state average, and 28 percent of Austin children live in poverty, a 
rate that is climbing. There is no evidence that these special tax deals are a net benefit to current 
residents. 

Austin’s metropolitan population growth has been the fastest in the nation of the 40 largest 
metropolitan statistical areas. Even during the dot-com bubble bust, Austin did not lose 
population. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reported job growth of 38,764 in Austin’s 
statistical area in 2013, the largest annual job growth at least since 1990. Why isn’t having the 
fastest growth rate in America enough reason for a moratorium on tax incentives, at least for a 
while? The reason is, I believe, because we now have a type of tax-incentive/political complex in 
Austin, where enormous political influence is wielded by those who benefit from the transactions 
that come along with recruiting big companies to Austin. So, if you’re a Realtor, real estate 
attorney, title company, engineer, contractor or lobbyist, you’ll make money off the relocation 
transaction, regardless of the net effect on the community at large. 

The City Council elections in November provide a chance to elect leaders who care more about 
what is affordable and sustainable for current Austin residents than pretending that corporate tax 
breaks are doing Austin taxpayers any good at all. If you want an affordable Austin, go vote. 

Aleshire was Travis County tax collector and Travis County judge and is now an attorney in 
Austin. Aleshire@R-ALaw.com 

 


